Presenter Sound Check

You should be hearing me talk right now. If not, check the speakers on your computer. Make sure they are turned up and not muted. If they are fine, look at the top of your screen for the “Communicate” link. Click that and select to enable integrated voice conference. If that still doesn't work, leave the WebEx and then sign back in. Be sure to select "yes" to connect by computer.

If that does not work, you should be able to use the telephone connection.
Office of Data & Information Systems
Erik Friend & Lakisha Simon
Current Issues

• Students Identified as ActiveIEP=0 in Consolidated Report and have an IEP in EdPlan
• On Find Missing Students with nothing highlighted
Corrected Issues

• EdPlan issues
  – EC Environment
• Direct Certification issues
• STN
  – Ownership
  – STN Wizard
Validation Errors

- Have gone from ~600k validation errors to ~45k validation errors currently! Great work!
- Student Daily Attendance (SDA)
- School Course Info (SCI)
  - Staff Assignment
  - Invalid Course Codes
- Calendar Date
  - Daily Instructional Minutes
Wave Schedule

- FQSR – Open
- Oct 1\textsuperscript{st} Consolidated Report - Open
- Comprehensive Exit Report Opening in October
Contact Information

• Erik.Friend@sde.ok.gov – (405) 521-2198
• Lakisha.Simon@sde.ok.gov – (405) 521-3020